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Editors notE:
In the ASCA NL #1, we published an article from Coach Alex 

Silver that was also entitled Club Voice – that headline was 
mine, not the authors, and may have inadvertently led some 
readers to believe that that was the “entire” Fellows Project. 
Far from that, the Fellows X project was very large, well over 
100 pages, and what we published in January was one short 
piece by one of the Fellows X. 

Here we present the EXECUTIVE SUMMARY of the project as 
presented by the Fellows to the ASCA Board at the conclusion 
of their project in August of 2011. Again in the interests of 
clarity, I want to point out that not all the conclusions reached 
in this survey were agreed with by the ASCA Board of Directors. 
The purpose of the Fellows “projects” is to do research, create 
discussion and debate, and attempt to shed light (as well as 
some heat of course….) on challenging issues in American 
Swimming. 

Fellows X work did a fine job of all parts of that. The 
members of Fellows X are listed below, with their current 
coaching positions. Congratulations to them all. 

AScA FellowS 
Project 2012

PreSented to: AScA BoArd oF directorS 
PreSented By: FellowS ‘X’

“Club Voice” executive summary
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the 2010 Fellows are:
 Will Bernhardt II - Irish 
Aquatics, Indiana
  Dan Decker - Vassar 

University, New York
  Annette DuVall - Corpus 

Christi Aquatics, Texas
  DeAnne Preyer - ZAP 

Swimming, California
  Kathleen Klein Prindle - 

Performance Aquatics, Florida 
  Brad Quindt - Desert Sharks 

Swim Club, Texas
  Darin Schaedel - Pocono River 

Otters Swim Club, New Jersey
  Alex Silver - Livermore 

Aquacowboys, California
  Sarah E.L. Smith - Columbia 

Swim Club, Missouri

ExECutivE summArY
It has been said that the “Voice”, 

or influence, of club swimming 
that was a roar in the 80’s has 
dimmed to a whisper in the new 
millennium. Through the process 
of tackling specific club issues the 
AsCA Fellows will become a larger 
part of a new, louder Club Voice. 
The 2010 Fellows Class has 
produced a year-long study into 
issues that appear to challenge the 
growth of swim clubs. This paper 
will take a fact-finding approach 
geared toward recording the 
opinions of other professionals 
without regard for speculation or 
interpretation by the authors. The 
aim is to share some of the views 
of great achievers in our profession 
and to provoke thought which will 
lead to future positive change in 
our sport. All conclusions are made 
on a basis corroborated with the 
accounts of coaches interviewed. 

methodology:
The Fellows indentified six 

critical components of club voice: 
The Local swimming Committee 
(LsC) and how it serves clubs 
within the confines of usA 
swimming (usA-s), Clubs’ role 
in the development of elite or 
professional athletes (including the 
collegiate swimmer), hindrance to 
club growth in the new millennium, 
Validation of swim coaching as a 
profession (and the need for formal 
education in swim coaching), Coach 
retention (and factors that affect 
coach stability), and disability 
Programming (promoting to 
mainstream club swimming.)

A survey was created through a 
unique partnership with the usA-s 
Club development division, and 
was electronically distributed to 
all 2,359 registered year-round 
head Coaches. 20.8% of all coaches 
responded, with representation 
from all 59 LsC’s. The survey 
results were collected and analyzed 
using Googledocs programming. 

to broaden our knowledge 
by narrowing our focus, the 
Fellows conducted 23 in-depth, 
one-on-one private interviews 
with known industry experts 
to further delve into the six 
critical issues. By speaking to the 
highest achievers, we hoped to 
understand clearly what works 
and what doesn’t about our sport. 

Project structure
This study had distinct phases: 

Phase I consisted of marketing the 
head Coach survey, communicating 
with all LsC’s, and quantitative 
information-gathering (head 
Coach survey results). Phase 
II saw the commencement of 
in-depth interviews with the 
industry experts for qualitative 
opinion-gathering. For the Final 

Phase, Fellows used our learnings 
from the industry experts to 
draw conclusions that were then 
compared and contrasted with 
the survey/consensus from the 
general coaching population.

Findings
This study deals with so many 

ideas and so much raw data 
that there is little room in this 
executive summary for it. Three 
larger themes emerged as follows:

1.)  usA-s does a lot but 
needs to focus on athlete 
development. As a national 
governing body, usA 
swimming does many things 
really well that continue to 
improve club swimming, 
specifically in the areas of 
club support and education. 
streamlining the current 
information available, 
making it more specific, and 
making it more accessible, 
may help people use what is 
out there. however, there are 
very specific performances 
goals that usA-s hopes to 
achieve and not enough 
programming is in place 
to accomplish those goals, 
according to experts. One 
of the biggest areas of 
improvement requested 
is helping with athlete 
skill development for Age 
Groupers. A strong direction 
on stroke progression 
should be provided from 
usA-s (nOt the LsC) to 
help clubs speak the same 
language. A stronger case 
for senior athlete support 
is made also: here is a need 
to offer more, better, and 
smarter competitions for 
senior swimmers, especially 
the ones too advanced for 
JO-style meets, but not yet 

ASCA FELLOWS PROJECT 2012
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ready for Jr or sr nationals. 
(especially in areas where 
high school swimming is 
king,) the local competition 
structures are not often 
ideal for advanced athletes. 
There is competition for/
loss of club elite athletes to 
collegiate or national team 
programming. Clubs without 
high performers sometimes 
have a quieter voice. When 
we talk about elite athletes 
there is an enormous 
disconnect between the 
survey results and what high 
level coaches tell us. 90% 
of coaches don’t have any 
contact with national team 
staff or athletes. Yet 80% 
of interviewees do (or did) 
have national team athletes, 
or contact with those. We 
must pause to wonder if the 
usA-s approach to high-
level coaching is working. 
It may be driving the elite 
swimmers away from clubs, 
and limiting our ability to 
produce stellar athletes. 

2.)  The LsC is not necessarily 
a villain: This study 
confirmed that discontent 
with the LsC governance 
structure and competition 
schedule is widespread, 
but no one specific “trend” 
showed clearly. every 
expert interviewed has a 
different assessment of this 
situation. Over one-third of 
interviewees are not satisfied 
with the way the LsC serves 
their individual needs. This 
sentiment is corroborated 
by the quantitative data: 
nearly 1/3 (29%) of coaches 
surveyed said LsC was not 
helpful, or it was hurtful, 
and another 15% were 
neutral. Therefore, close to 
half of the coaches surveyed 

did not view the LsC as a 
definite positive resource. 
But, are the LsC’s really to 
blame? We are compelled to 
point out that frustrations 
from coaches about their 
LsC’s may be from their 
own lack of involvement in 
LsC governance. (58% of 
coaches surveyed were nOt 
involved in governance.) 
Yet the experts interviewed 
expressed more satisfaction 
overall with their LsC’s, 
possibly because they were 
individually more involved 
with its governance. It may 
be that coaches themselves 
are to blame for their 
relationship (or lack of) 
in their home LsC. Yet 
it is acknowledged that 
usA-s plays a large role 
in the perception of LsC’s 
effectiveness, and there is a 
responsibility to market their 
LsC and Club development 
programs to first earn the 
“buy-in” from club coaches. 

3.)  There’s an urgent need to 
make swim Coaching a 
viable career. Is the swim 
coaching profession a Guild 
type profession where the 
trade is learned mainly from 
an experiential rather than 
a classroom model? The 
artisanal quality of swim 
coaching lends itself to 
learning through experience 
and exchange like many of 
the trades. There is a great 
deal of education required 
for mastery, and the body 
of knowledge is never 
complete. Perhaps the club 
voice, although sometimes 
unheard by greater governing 
bodies, is quite strong after 
all, passing from coach to 
coach on the pool deck. 
however, we must establish 

the difference between 
knowledge (experiential) and 
formal classroom educations. 
All coaches are thirsty for 
knowledge. Both survey and 
interview results concurred 
that better education is 
needed all-around in the 
sport of swimming. Yet why 
doesn’t our sport recognize 
or value a formal education? 
The hunger for practical 
knowledge about coaching 
is very different from the 
valuation of an advanced 
degree. It seems coaches 
long for more formalized 
academic training, but OnLY 
if it presents formal career 
advancement opportunities. 
62% of coaches surveyed said 
they saw nO opportunity for 
advancement based solely 
on degree. usA-s and AsCA 
are doing an excellent job in 
promoting the importance 
of education, but baby 
steps must first be taken 
to redefine the culture of 
swim coaching. There is no 
immediate value added to an 
advanced degree until we can 
get all of today’s coaches to 
the same level experientially 
or academically. Only then 
can we assign a real value 
to a degree that would 
bring salary incentives, etc., 
attached. usA-s can help 
improve clubs by addressing 
this, for unless we change 
the culture of low pay, long 
hours, and lack of benefits, 
it is certain that swim 
coaching will remain an 
undervalued profession. 

ConClusion
The scope of this discussion 

is huge; each one of the topics 
identified could have been its’ OWn 
multi-year Fellowship project. 

ASCA FELLOWS PROJECT 2012
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Our biggest contribution towards 
progress will be to expose issues 
worth addressing in longer-range 
exploration. We hope that by 
contributing to positive change we 
can help keep the usA swimming 
Club system happy, healthy, and 
growing. As Coach Gregg troy 
stated during his interview, 
“Clubs are the backbone of usA 
swimming.” This is the reason 
we must strive to protect and 

improve the front lines, where 
our sport begins and ends.

As the usA-swimming core 
objectives read: BuILd the Base, 
PROMOte the sport, AChIeVe 
competitive success. Let’s Build.

*The Fellows X Class implores 
you to read the entire study. 
Although long, it is a fascinating 
commentary on the state of club 

swimming as experienced by 
today’s general population of 
coaches and leaders. Please note it is 
written with a focus on identifying 
weaker areas on which to improve.

We thank you all for this 
opportunity, and welcome 
any further inquiries. 
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dear Coach Leonard,

You recently posed a question 
in an article that appears on 
the AsCA website: “how do 
we educate our young coaches 
to navigate that hurricane {of 
teaching character} successfully?”    

I believe an appropriate method 
of developing young coaches who 
teach character would be to start 
with assessing their attitudes.  
Most coaches I know love coaching, 
not because of the enormous 
paychecks we get, but because we 
get to work with young athletes.  
We have the privilege and burden 
of helping them become, as you 
say, “good people.”  Let’s face it; 
we spend more time with most 
of them than their parents do.

A parent myself, I am immensely 
grateful to have my children 
involved in activities guided by 
people whom I trust and admire 
as people.  I also take very 
seriously that same role in the 
lives of those children I coach.

I have coached in two programs 
as the head coach.  starting back in 
1995, I implemented Lifeskills into 
my season planning.  Currently, we 

letter to  
the editor

From dAni cAldwell

have expanded to three locations, 
it has become incredibly difficult 
to maintain the same importance, 
and we are trying to come up with 
creative ways to continue this 
process.  I feel that finding your 
article online was incredibly timely.

In one of our last Lifeskills, 
I asked those athletes present 
(from 8-18 years) to think about 
people whom they admire - at 
school, at home, at church, in 
their neighborhoods, or at swim 
practice.  Then I asked them to 
shout out qualities that those 
people had that were admirable.  
I listed them on the board.

The list they generated 
proved valuable.  It opened up 
some discussion and the kids 
themselves made the jump that 
those were the qualities that 
they should demonstrate.

If we want to instill these same 
values and traits in our up-and-
coming coaches, perhaps we should 
have them make a list as well...

Dani Caldwell 
SUSA Stingrays (St. George, UT)
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As coaches, it is safe to say that 
the phrase “Finish hard to the 
wall,” or “don’t be lazy on your 
turns, ” are said at some point in 
every practice to a swimmer. We 
all understand the importance of 
focusing on swim-ins and push 
offs but as swimming becomes 
more and more popular, various 
obstacles arise for coaches wanting 
to focus on these skills. One of the 
main obstacles is overcrowding and 
not having enough pool space to 
accommodate all of the swimmers. 

While we are enthusiastic that 
the sport of swimming is becoming 
more widespread and we are getting 
more new swimmers every season, 
having eight swimmers in a lane 
is not the ideal for coaches or 
swimmers. The crowded lane makes 
it harder to focus on developing the 
specific skills of turns and finishes. 
swimmers can be challenged with 
not always finishing strong since 
wall crowding creates a maze-like 
obstacle at times.  As a result, a lot 
of swimmers practice not finishing 
to the wall, making it difficult 
for swimmers to follow a coach’s 
rules: practice makes perfect. 

FInIs has thought about this 
and developed a great product for 
the problem: the turnmaster Pro. 
The turnmaster Pro is a product 

turnS And 
FiniSheS in A 

crowded Pool
FiniS

brought to You bY thE ProFEssionAls At Finis inC. 

that serves as an easy to transfer 
and install bulkhead. You simply 
attach the bulkhead to the lane 
lines, typically in the middle of 
the pool, and go from there.  As a 
result, you have essentially split 
lane in two creating two extra 
walls. The extra space is ideal 
because your swimmers have room 
to finally “finish to the wall.” 

here is a great  
drill utilizing the 
turnmaster Pro:

underwater Freestyle 
turn drill 

1.  start about 10-15 yards 
away from turnmasterPro. 
swim towards it at a 
steady pace 

2.  When 5 feet away from 
the turnmaster, take 
your last stroke and drive 
down into the water, fully 
submerging your body 

3.  Pull both hands down 
toward your hips, like  
the first part of a 
breaststroke pull down, 
propelling yourself  
toward the turnmaster 

4.  using the speed from your 
pull down do a flip turn 
against the bottom of the 
turnmaster, keeping your 
entire body under water 

5.  Push off the turnmaster  
in a tight streamline 

6.  repeat 4-5 times and then 
do 2-3 regular flip turns 
against the turnmaster 

7.  taking the resistance 
away should make your 
normal flip turn feel 
incredibly fast. this drill  
is great to do before a race 
in order to feel that fast 
flip turn
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My father spent most of his life 
working for a non-profit named 
CARe. (cooperative for American 
Relief everywhere.) he raised 
money to feed starving children. 
he’s been my only hero my entire 
life, even though he passed away 
when I was 20. One of the things 
he said that just became part of my 
dnA, is that “travel Is education”. 

now we’ve all heard that, many 
of us from our parents, so nothing 
special there.  Luckily for me, my 
27 years at the AsCA has allowed/
demanded a lot of travel and my 
world view is hundreds of times 
larger/broader than it would have 
been otherwise. And one of the 
critical things it has taught me, is 
the importance to a people, a group, 
a team, a nation, of InItIAtIVe. 

My point is not to make anyone 
living anywhere feel badly. In point 
of fact, many people (s) without 
great initiative, have very good 
survival reasons to nOt show 
that aspect of their personality…it 
could/would cost them their lives. 

initiAtive
By john leonArd

What is critical for each of us to 
understand is that when a group 
or an individual is nOt able to 
use their initiative, it is a killer…It 
kills their soul, it kills their mind, 
it kills their heart. Whole societies 
sit on their haunches, waiting 
for “the man” to come tell them 
what to do. I contend that those 
societies will never reach their 
unimaginable potential because 
they are trained from birth to listen 
to the man and not use initiative 
to get things decided and done. 

Conversely, in societies where 
“making a decision and acting on it” 
is allowed, and valued, prosperity 
flows and follows from that 
mindset of “taking the initiative.” 

every business in the usA 
knows that allowing its members 
freedom within certain constraints 
based on circumstances, results in 
the best customer service, which 
results in that company having 
the best customers. And the best 
customers lead the business to 
the most profitability and success 
in serving a purpose in society. 

American Coaching is entirely 
based on the concept of individual 
coaches exercising huge creativity 
and InItIAtIVe and solving their 
own problems . . . not waiting for 
“big brother” to do it for them. 
Coaches unafraid to take a risk, 
use a technique  untried by others, 
use an approach that is “different” 
and use the willingness and 
“approval” from their “owners” 
to fail and try again. It’s vital to 
our continued world success that 
we never forget that, never try 
to force our coaching “into the 
box” of ordinary efforts, ordinary 
results and ordinary performance. 

Let’s never forget and never 
work to “mitigate” what has made 
usA-swimming the greatest 
swimming nation on earth for 
100 plus years.  We have “the 
secret formula” . . . stimulate 
coaches who love young people 
to work hard, do things to 
“stretch” our knowledge and our 
people, and turn them loose.

Initiative is the foundation of 
our great country. Let us not ever 
sit on our haunches and wait for 
“the man” to tell us what to do. 

We have a bias for action in 
this nation. Let’s keep it, celebrate 
it and guard it with ferocious 
dedication.  We don’t need to copy 
anyone else . . . we ARe the best. 

All the Best,

John Leonard

“wE hAvE A biAs For ACtion in  
this nAtion. lEt’s kEEP it,  
CElEbrAtE it And guArd it  

with FEroCious dEdiCAtion.”
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From thE  
loCAl PAPEr 
thE wEEklY timEs

On March 31st at the Ryde 
Aquatic Leisure Centre, at a 
gathering of more than 200 Ryde-
Carlile club members and civic 
dignitaries, a plaque was unveiled 
behind the starting block area 
of the competition pool by the 
Mayor of Ryde, Councilor Aiktin 
etrriekdijam “commemorating 
Forbes and ursula Carlile’s 
contribution to swimming over 
50 years.” It was on the site 
which in the year 2000 saw the 
majority of the Olympic Games 
water polo matches played.

Both Forbes and ursula 
are Life members of the Ryde-
Carlile swimming Club, of 
swimming Australia and the 
Australian swimming Coaches 
and teachers Association.

Forbes holds no 1 post World 
War Olympic ring of the Australian 
Coaches Association (1948 

ForBeS And 
urSulA cArlile

London) and his bride, ursula 
whom he taught to swim, became 
the first female coach appointed 
to Australian national teams. 

The Carliles, from Ryde Club 
pupils between 1961 and 1977 
produced 18 members of Olympic 
and Commonwealth Games teams, 
a record number of international 
representatives, unequalled 
by any Australian Club and it 
is believed, by few clubs in the 
world. A highlight of Ryde pupils 
successes was the succession of 
three two-beat free-stylers Karen 
Moras, shane Gould and Jenny 
turrall who between them, for 6 
years from 1969 to 1974, enjoyed 
a monopoly on holding world 
distance records at 800m and 
1500m, with shane Gould uniquely 
winning three golds amongst 
the five individual medals at the 
Munich Olympics, and at one time 
holding all world freestyle records.

The Carliles were head coaches 
of the dutch national team 1962-

64 and in 1982 were appointed 
honorary swimming Coaches to 
the People’s Republic of China.

Forbes was elected to the 
International swimming 
hall of Fame in 1977.

today Forbes at 90 and ursula, 
75, are much involved with their 
team “Circle” of “Carlile Coaches in 
three successful competitive clubs 
they support in sydney-Carlile, 
Cherrybrook-Carlile, and Ryde-
Carlile, Forbes with his computer 
contact and ursula on the deck 
daily at Ryde. They are directors 
of Carlile swimming with its 
swim schools in Australia being 
currently responsible for over 
one million lessons annually.

The Carliles live at Coss street 
Ryde where they still operate 
what is believed to be the first 
indoor swimming school in the 
state of nsW where the frst “Baby 
lessons” on a professional basis 
were held in Australia in 1968. 
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have you ever wondered why 
you can influence some people, 
yet not others, at work? I often 
hear from frustrated leaders 
who ask what does it take to get 
co-workers or staff to comply?

Our ability to get others 
to follow with our requests is 
really based on their perceptions 
of what power we possess.

Research from many decades 
ago by social psychologists John 
French and Bertam Raven (in 
1959) has shown that there are 
generally five forms of power 
that others can perceive us to 
have: reward, coercive, legitimate, 
expert and referent power.

Legitimate, reward and coercive 
power are often considered to 
be the product of our positions 
in an organization, while expert 
and referent are considered to 
be personal sources of power. 

If others perceive you to 
have legitimate power, it means 
they comply with your requests 
because they believe you have 
the format authority or the right 
to make certain demands.

If you are perceived to have 
reward power, others comply 
with your requests because 
they believe you can administer 

how Power 
PlAyS into 

PerFormAnce
By joyce e.A. ruSSell

perks, benefits, promotions or 
other desirable things of value.

If you have coercive power, 
it means people comply with 
your requests because they 
believe you have the ability to 
administer punishments.

Generally, research has shown 
that relying on these sources 
of power will not likely lead to 
commitment by other. And you 
have to continually reinforce 
the powers to be influential.

On the other hand, if you 
are perceived to have the more 
personal sources of power – expert 
or referent – than others are 
much more likely to heed your 
requests. If they perceive that 
you have expert power, they’ll 

comply with your requests because 
they believe you have valuable 
knowledge, experience or skills.

If they think you have referent 
power, they’ll comply because 
they’ll identify with you, respect 
you and want to be like you.

With both of these sources of 
power, others feel a greater source 
of commitment, and you don’t have 
to keep trying to influence them.

It is important for leaders to be 
capable of using all five sources of 
power, but not to the same degree.

Managers and coaches who are 
perceived as having referent and 
expert power to the greatest degree 
seem to have the most satisfied 
and committed employees.

“our AbilitY to gEt othErs to  
Follow with our rEquEsts is  

rEAllY bAsEd on thEir PErCEPtions  
oF whAt PowEr wE PossEss.”
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But to be really effective, 
they also need to have some of 
the other sources of power. A 
leader who never gives rewards or 
punishments to employees when 
deserved will be less influential.

here are some tips for wielding 
the five sources of power.

rEwArd PowEr: 
Identify what your employees 

value and offer those rewards; for 
example, a day off or recognition for 
a job well done might be preferred 
to a gift card. Once you determine 
what rewards people value, offer 
them in a timely manner as 
promised. don’t make incentives 
so overly complicated that people 
don’t know what they have to do 
to get them. don’t promise more 
than you can deliver, and make 
sure to be fair and ethical.

CoErCivE PowEr:
You don’t want this to 

a large degree, but people 
need to know that you will 
take action when things are 
not done properly. set clear 
expectations and consequences 
for performance. Administer 
warnings and reprimands in 
private rather than in public. use 
punishments that are legitimate, 
fair and commensurate with the 
seriousness of the infraction.

lEgitimAtE PowEr: 
Make sure people understand 

your expectations for their job 
requirements and commitments. 
ensure your requests are in line 
with your position and authority. 
employees generally have an idea 
of what types of requests are 
appropriate for managers in certain 

fields. Requests outside of those 
boundaries frustrate employees 
and can make them feel used.

ExPErt PowEr: 
expertise alone is not enough. 

demonstrate your expertise by 
making it visible to others – for 
example, by offering technical 
assistance or job advice. stay 
current and informed about 
your knowledge area.

rEFErEnt PowEr: 
Perhaps the most difficult 

because it takes time to develop, 
you have to serve as a role model. 
exert high levels of effort and 
performance on the job, make 
sacrifices for your employees, 
treat people with care and 
respect and be accessible. 
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coAch 
educAtion 

grAntS
PAciFic Swimming

From PACiFiC swimming

From the Don Heidary/Ron Heidary manufacturing process 
for marvelous ideas . . . Pacific Swimming has set aside a GRANT 
PROGRAM for coaches education that can be provided to reward 
“successful, developing or newer coaches.”

Pacific Swimming has a $5,000 annual fund that can be applied 
for to either:

1)   Attend the USA-Swimming Convention
2)   Attend the ASCA Convention
3)   Attend some regional coaching clinics

With lots of LSC’s sitting on substantial funds in the bank, the 
idea of spending it to encourage Coach Education, seems like a 
“brilliant no-brainer” since every child that coach touches in the 
future will benefit from what they have gained.

Huge long term “pay it forward” benefit from the LSC.

Great Idea. Thanks for passing it along, guys.

All the Best, 

John Leonard

CoAChEs EduCAtion 
ProPosAl (drAFt)

Following discussion at the 2011 
usAs Convention regarding coach 
education, the Board of directors 
of Pacific swimming has approved 
a budget allocation of $5,000 to 
create such opportunities. The 
following is a proposal by the 
senior Committee for use of these 
funds. The proposal suggests three 
educational  opportunities; one 
at the higher end of individual 
performance and team success, 
one based on improvement in 
team or athlete performance, and 
another to support newer clubs 
or less experienced coaches.

level 1 offer:  
the usAs Annual 
Convention  
(one trip with a  
$1,500 allocation)

This trip would be offered to a 
coach from among the following 
criteria: scoring in Club excellence 
of VCC Championships, team 
performance at nationals/Junior 
nationals, as well as the winner of 
Coach of the Year Award for Age-
Group and senior swimming. These 
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coaches should have a strong desire 
to attend the convention and have a 
history of service and contribution 
to Pacific swimming. This offer 
may be transferred to a senior 
staff member and only available 
to a team once per quadrennial. 
depending on the overall budget, 
this offer could be extended to 
two trips. This trip includes:

  Registration $160

  Round trip flight ~550

  Car, if needed ~$90

   hotel (four night 
maximum) ~$550

  $25/day per diem ~$100

   If funds allow, we may 
cover one of the school 
or Level courses

level 2 offer:  
AsCA world Clinic  
(two trips at ~$1,000)

two trips will be offered to the 
AsCA World Clinic (2012 Las Vegas) 
to coaches or clubs that have made 
significant improvement from 
the prior year. The performance 
measure may be in terms of team 
success or individual performance. 
examples might include point 
or place improvement at Junior 
nationals or Far Westerns, or in 
the usA swimming Club excellence 
of VCC point scoring. It may also 
be in swimmer achievement such 
as an increase in the number 
of athletes achieving national, 
Junior national, or sectional 
level standards. We will also 
consider teams with significant 
growth, such as a team that grows 
from 100 to 250 swimmers. This 
offer as well will be extended 
once per quadrennial per team/
coach. The AsCA trip includes:

  Registration ~$250

  Round trip flight ~$250

  Car, if needed ~$100

   hotel (three night 
maximum) ~$300

  $25/day per diem ~$100

level 3 offer:  
Pacific swimming/
norCal Coaches Clinic  
(three passes)

Three passes/trips will be 
offered to the Pacific swimming 
Coaches Clinic hosted by norCal 
swim shop each January. team 
and coaches considered will be 
newer to the sport. These clubs 
should be year-round programs 
with at least two years of existence 
and the coaches should be fully 
registered with usA swimming 
and AsCA certified. Clubs receiving 
diversity Grants would also be 
eligible to receive this educational 
opportunity.  teams should have 
representation at least at the Junior 
Olympic level. This offer includes:

  Registration ~$100

  hotel (up to two nights) ~$200

  $25/day (up to two days) ~$50

   One of the educational 
courses offered ~$75

  no rental car

summary
The purpose of this program 

is to support successful coaches, 
developing coaches, and newer 
coaches to continue to be 
exposed to the highest levels of 
education and policy within our 
sport. As a new program, there 
will be adjustments made, but 

the ultimate goal is to enhance 
educational opportunities 
within Pacific swimming.

Application/decision-
making/timing

As the usAs Convention and 
the AsCA World Clinic are in 
early september, the decisions 
on these offers will have to be 
made early in the summer/
long course season for planning 
purposes. As early bookings 
will save money on registration 
and airfare, some decisions 
may be made in the spring.

This first year (2012 AsCA/
usAs), the selection committee 
will extend offers. We may move 
towards an application process 
in the future. Please send any 
suggestions or comments on the 
program structure or selection 
to OAswimcoach@aol.com, 
or call don at 510-410-7946. 
Again, as a new program, there 
will be adjustments made.

The selection committee will 
be the senior Committee with 
the addition of the General Chair 
and the Age-Group Vice-Chair.

note
Any funds available after these 

trips have been awarded will 
be used to provide educational 
materials (dVd’s, books, etc.)  
to coaches with written requests. 
Requests should be submitted to 
support@Pacswim.org (titled “Pac 
swim Coach education”) with a 
brief summary of educational need. 
The senior Committee will decide 
the most effective and objective 
way to allocate these funds

  Respectfully, 
The Senior Committee
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WhereÊDoesÊItÊEnd?
StopÊThrowingÊMoneyÊDownÊTheÊDrainÊYearÊAfterÊYear
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GetÊTheÊSuperiorÊPoolÊInteriorTMÊÊÊFromÊRenoSys¨Ê

Trying to keep your pool facilities open, watertight and attractive can drain your budget – especially if you’re dealing with a leaky pool.  If 
you’re planning new construction or renovation - specify RenoSys, The Superior Pool Interior.TM  RenoSys will help keep your pools open 

and looking great for decades. Unlike fiberglass, paints and epoxy coatings, RenoSys does not depend upon a mechanical bond with 
your old pool shell, allowing it to expand and contract with the freeze thaw cycle making even existing cracks and cold joints completely 

watertight. RenoSys has a full complement of integrated products and systems designed to renovate and build new commercial pool 
facilities.  Give us a call today for a free, no obligation quotation and ideas on how to solve your pool problems.

800.783.7005Ê¥Êwww.renosys.comÊ¥Êinfo@renosys.com

CallÊforÊyourÊfreeÊsample!


